mechanism to generate density irregularities in the auroral ionosphere Vickrey et al. , 1980; Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981; Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982; Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983) . These irregularities can cause the scintillation phenomena observed by the DNA Wideband satellite during periods of diffuse aurora (Fremouw et al., 1977; Rino et al., 1978) , and will be an important area of study of the DNA HILAT satellite mission (Fremouw et al., 1983) . The current convective instability can become unstable in a plasma which supports a density gradient (perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field) and a current which flows parallel to the ambient 3 field; a situation which can occur in the diffuse auroral zone.
The instability was initially studied to understand plasma disturbances in laboratory experiments (Lehnert, 1958; Hoh and Lehnert, 1960; Kadomtsev and Nedospasov, 1960) but has been more vigorously pursued lately in regard to ionospheric disturbances. The linear theory of the mode is reasonably well developed in the short wavelength limit (kL » 1 where k is the wavenumber and L is the scale length of the density gradient). Among the issues considered thus far are the linear properties of the mode in the low altitude auroral 7 region Vickrey ec al., 1980) , the high altitude auroral F region (Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981) , and the auroral E region (Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981) ; as well as studies of the influence of electromagnetic effects (Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981) , magnetic shear (Huba and Ossakow, 1980) , a warm electron beam (Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1983) , (Satyanarayana and Ossakow, 1983) , and kinetic effects (e.g., finite ion Lannor radius effects, wave-particle resonances) (Gary, 1983) on the instability. A nonlinear theory of this instability has also been developed and numerical simulations of the instability have been performed (Keskinen et al., 1980) .
The purpose of this paper is to present analytical and numerical results of the linear properties of the current convective instability in the long wavelength regime (kL < 1). The mathematical analysis is similar to that of the long wavelength limit of the S x 3 instability £Huba and Zalesak, 1983).
We" derive "^a relatively simple dispersion equation of the mode, and presentsimple dispersion relations in both the ion coliisional and ion inertial regimes. These analytical results are compared to exact numerical results.
The organization of the paper is as follows I In the next section we
In SecLiufl III-«e
J}~pres«»€-both analytical and numerical results. Finally, in Section IV we -(Summarize -our-findings and diseues applications to the auroral ionosphere.
V

II. DERIVATION OF MODE EQUATION
The plasma configuration and slab geometry used in the analysis are shown in Fig. la . The ambient magnetic field is constant and in the z direction [ B • 3 rt e ], the ambient current is constant and in the z direction ( J • J Q e }, and the density is inhomogeneous in the x direction (n * n-(x)). A weakly coliisional plasma Is assumed such that v ./Q « 1, 
, ..*./.^*.?".?'"-" : "-. = "-. ir -r " i vary as 5? • <5p(x) exp r t(k. y + k z -»t}J and it is assumed that »/3. « 1, ko . << 1, and k 2 << k^, where p. is the mean ion Larmor radius. That is, we consider low frequency, long wavelength, field-aligned perturbations. We also » v assume k \ u ," << 1 where X,__ is the electron mean free path. We neglect •J z Mt? MFr temperature eftects. Finally, we consider only electrostatic oscillations and assume quasi-neutrality (n = n.).
The fundamental equations used in the analysis are continuity, momentum transfer, and charge conservation, in the neutral frame of reference: 
«_1.
where we have chosen to work in the electron frame of reference in the z direction. Thus, the current is given bv J • an V, e . * a z
We now linearize Zqs. (l)-(3) and take n = n. + on, V • V n + 5 7 , and E • -V$ where p is the perturbed electrostatic potential. Using Zqs. (2) and (3) we find that 5V =.
-5.7,d>xe + -|7*e x. We have neglected collisional effects on the electron motion perpendicular "" to 3 and on the ion motion parallel to B. This is justified since we have 1 taken v /fl << tu/n. which is appropriate for auroral ionospheric conditions • enei ?
in the F region.
We now substitute Zqs. (9) and (10) 
III. ANALYSIS OF MODE EQUATION
The bulk of linear analyses of the current convective instability have 2 2 made use of the local approximation. That is, it is assumed that k L » y k~LT » 1 where L " (3 In a Q /3x) " is the density gradient scale length and k^
• 3/3x. With this assumption, one can neglect the first term on the LHS of Eq. (13) and obtain a relatively simple dispersion equation
"y u " "0 y ei J which has been thoroughly analyzed (Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981) . The heart of the local approximation is that the wavelengths of the perturbations are much smaller than the scale length of the density gradient. In this paper we solve Eq. (13) in the opposite limit, i.e., the wavelengths of the perturbations are much larger than the scale length of the density gradient (kL «1).
We consider a density profile with a single discontinuity at X • 0 (see Since the modes are assumed to be bounded as x > + » we note that
where it is assumed that u> » k V, (to be shown a posteriori). z d
We require that the tangential component of the electric field be continuous at x • 0 (Hasegawa, 1971) which means that i> is continuous at x * 0. This is equivalent to requiring that the interface velocity and the
fluid velocity perpendicular to the interface be equal (Chandresekhar, 1961),
i.e., 5V is continuous at the discontinuity.
To obtain the dispersion equation we integrate Eq. (13) across the discontinuity at x • 0. Thus, we have
Since i is continuous across the boundary at x = 0, it is found that Eq. (21) leads to tV*)l -fV*) 2 • -^^kv' n l -°2>Q < 22 > where (1,2) indicate the region x > 0 (+e) and x < 0 (-e), respectively.
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (22) and letting e + 0 we find that
Equation (23) 
a, a i e
V . ü) ei
and u * tt + iv.
• in A. Collisional Limit:
We consider the collisional limit v. >> u> in so tha and (24). We find that
in (25) ( 26) where the subscript n£ denotes nonlocal. Instability can occur for x 7.
(n x -Qj)/^ + n : ) < 0.
It is interesting to compare the growth rate of the instability in the long wavelength limit (kL << 1, i.e., nonlocal) to that of the short wavelength limit (kL » 1, i.e., local). Assuming v. >> oo, we find from Eq. (14) that the short wavelength growth rate (local growth rate y.) is given by ^^*^T^^^*^^»^^^^^»^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^»^^"^^^\ ^ .
• i^^^»^^"^^ V * v~* .~* ,"» h~» "fc~\ "Ti ^°V ."% %^» _~\.
For n^_ >> n-> we have the simple relation y = !cL Y SO that (1) y is proportional to the "wavenumber" k and (2) (25) and (27)) with the numerical solution of Eq. (13). We choose a density profile given by
We take £ • 0.3 so that n'/n is a maximum at x/a • -0.55. We find then that (n'/n) aax = (1/a) so that L = a in Eqs. (27)-(30).
We consider the following physical parameters for the comparison of 10"** (Rino et al., 1978; Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1979) . We also consider the normalization oa 5 OJIL/7 | where it is assumed that L/V^ < 0 so that y > 0. We find then that the analytical expression for the growth rate is
We solve Eq. (13) numerically for the density profile given by Eq. (29) and the parameters described above.
In Fig. (2) we plot Y vs. k_L. The numerical solution is plotted in the regime 0.1 < fc_L < 10.0 and is labelled 'exact'. As is evident, the numerical solution asymptotes to the analytical We now consider the ion inertial limit given by UJ >> v. so that ° in (j) » ai in Eqs. (23) and (24). The dispersion equation is 2r.
We obtain a simple expression for the growth rate by assuming that a/8. « | y% ; »..., .^ t , , ,, . tf , ,. ,^ , ,. • , . u , ,. ,,, •» ^ •-, y .,,-. ".,-, We can express the long wavelength growth rate in terms of the maximum short wavelength growth rate to obtain
where a is a numerical factor of order unity. Thus, for n^ » n 7 we find
y. , in contrast to the collisional limit in
which Y^ scales as k, r L.
We now compare the analytical expressions for the growth rate with numerical results based upon Eq. (13). We choose the same density profile as -4 in the collisional case (Eq. (29) 
IV. DISCUSSION
We have presented an analysis of the current convective instability in the long wavelength limit (kL « 1). The principal result of the paper is the derivation of a relatively simple dispersion equation which describes the instability in the long wavelength limit (Eq. (22) We now discuss the application of these results to the auroral ionosphere. Chaturvedi and Ossakow (1981) have discussed the relevance of the 3hort wavelength (or local) current convective instability to both the low altitude (•* 400 km) auroral F region (collisional limit) and to the high altitude (» 1000 km) auroral ? region (inertial limit). For the low altitude 
One is tens of kilometers and is associated with inverted 7 precipitation.
The other is of the order of a kilometer and is associated with discrete auroral arc elements (Davis, 1978) . The auroral arc elements appear to be imbedded in the larger inverted V structure. Thus, application of our theory to structure in discrete auroral arc elements leads to perpendicular wavelengths X, > few kms which can satisfy the requirement k,L < 1. •.*.« V-^'-*-""\-1 .' * . V electromagnetic effects also need to be considered in a more detailed theory. Chaturvedi and Ossakow (1981) investigated these effects on the local theory of the current convective instability and found them to be negligible. However, the electromagnetic corrections are proportional to tu /c k" and may become large in the long wavelength limit since kL < 1.
We are presently investigating both of the above mentioned effects. (13) and (29) (13) and (29) with e -0.8.
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